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300:   The 10 ring and the "eyeball" are 0.75 inches, outside diameter. The extra-

points "pupil" is located inside the "eyeball", and this "pupil" is 0.40 inches, outside 

diameter. A participant can shoot all, none , or any combination of the 5 record rounds at 

the "pupil". The "pupil" will score 12 points. The eyeball will score 10 points. All the 

other target ring values are shown. Any hit outside the eyeball, that is in the groundhog 

body and not in the scoring rings, will score a 5. You can simply shoot all 5 record 

rounds at the scoring rings. Best-edge scoring will be used. Unlimited sighters are 

allowed in the area below the groundhog, but sighters must be below the separating line. 

Any hit outside the groundhog body is 0 points. 

 

 

 

 

200:    One record round is shot at each of the 5 standing groundhogs. Unlimited 

sighters are allowed at the lower-right groundhog. The 10 ring and the "eyeball" are 0.45 

inches, outside diameter. The extra-points "pupil" is located inside each of the 5 eyeballs, 

and this "pupil" is 0.20 inches, outside diameter. At each of the 5 record groundhogs, a 

participant can shoot at either the scoring rings or the pupil. The pupil will score 12 

points. The eyeball will score 10 points. All other scoring ring values are shown. Any hit 

outside the eyeball, that is in the groundhog body and not in the scoring rings will score a 

5. Best-edge scoring will be used. All sighters must be within the borders of the lower-

right target, and any hit outside the groundhog body is 0 points. 

 

 

 

100:    One record round is shot at each of the 5 peeking groundhogs. Unlimited 

sighters are allowed at the lower-right target. The scoring ring dimensions are the same as 

last season. The difference is that the 10 ring extends down into the grass area, and these 

is a small "dot" in the center of each 10 ring,  At each of the 5 record groundhogs, the 

participant can shoot at the scoring rings or the "dot". Hitting the dot scores 12 points, 

and the value of each of the other scoring rings is as shown. PLEASE NOTE... the line 

that separates the grass from the target IS CONSIDERED to be the grass. In other 

words, if your bullet touches the line, but does not break through the line it still will be 

judged as a grass deduction of 5 points. This will be worst-edge scoring. You do not have 

to wipeout the dot to receive 12 points. All sighters must be within the borders of the 

lower-right target, and any hit outside the groundhog body is 0 points. Hitting the grass 

scores a 5. 


